Almaz-Antey LIE
Just two facts:

1. Almaz-Antey lie about scalpel in warhead 9N314.
SA-11 missile 9M38M1 have annular blast fragmentation warhead 9N314 because the
explosive force carries the metal fragments outward in all directions, in an annular, or ringshaped, pattern.

Important detail – barrel-like construction of such warheads called as non-directed
warheads with wide angles of beam spray.

Such angles of strike elements after explosion almost right to surface of warhead and varried
for barrel-like warheads from 30 to 120 degree or even more.

On this picture Almaz-Antey show correct information about trajectory of most strike
elements after explosion. Angles vary for heavy fragments from 68 to 112 degree and for
light elements from 72 to 124 degree with disclosure angle 56 degree.
So we can easy see – this is non-directed warhead with wide angles. Bad thing for such
warheads is low density of pellets per square. But old missile dont have other way for kill
target so use big warheads which contain thousands of pellets bursting out in all directions.
Russian missile developer lie to public when announce this warhead have scalpel which
should cut armored planes. Its incredible lie!
For better destruction some warheads with annular blast fragmentation warhead developed
with scalpel – strong concentrated beam of strike elements.
Their design based on shape

or multiple points of detonation

But 9N314 warhead dont have this scalpel in construction – nor specific shape, nor multiprimers. Warhead 9N314 have barrel-like shape (which can produce only wide angles
disclosure beam to side) and have only one primer.

It totally cancel ability for concentrate strike elements under certain angle but allow only 56
degree beam.

Ooops! Almaz-Antey lie about scalpel.

2. Almaz-Antey lie in their presentation and show wrong angles of strike elements for flying
missile!
Let see again on their information - heavy fragments flying with angles from 68 to 112
degree and light elements from 72 to 124 degree. Speed vary from 1430 to 2480 m/s.

Enough info for reveal their lie!
Strike elements which fly outward from missile have not only initial speed (and angle) as
result of explosion force but also have additional speed of missile (and direction of missile).
For cause 9M38M1 missile, splinters receive 600-1100 m/s from missile speed (compare
with initial speed of splinters 1430-2480 m/s). For understand how look dynamic field of
strike elements after adding missile speed, we can use vector addition:

On this picture Missile Speed (A) added to Splinter Speed (B) and result is vector R
connected start point of vector A and end point of vector B. Length of vector R is final speed
of splinter and angle of vector is true angle of splinter in our galaxy (at least on our planet).
Now we can see how change result splinter speed and angle for 9M38M1 missile which fly
to target with speed near 700 m/s.

On first picture pellet receive high speed and direction to side and forward. Additional
missile speed increase speed of this pellet and rotate angle more to forward.
On second picture pellet receive low speed and same direction. Additional missile speed still
increase speed of this pellet and rotate angle even more to forward.

Third and forth picture show pellet with high and low speed but flying some backward.

Additional missile speed dont increase speed of this pellet (and can even decrease it) and
still move angle to forward. Also slow pellet will have angle lesser then right angle to
missile axis, when high speed pellet (and only it) will have angle close to right (depend
from missile speed).
Important: only high speed pellets which flying on critical angles 112-124 degree will
receive their final angles close to 90 degree (where Almaz-Antey pronounce scalpel
position with 42% of all pellets). We see this is impossible – barrel dont have so many

pellets on edge and dont have shape for concentrate it in direction backward.
Now look on picture of Almaz-Antey liers – how they draw dynamic field of strike
elements? Wow!

They receive increase speed for backward pellets and concentrated most pellets in right
angle which they called scalpel. But we receive different results with old good vector
addition and without Putin propaganda.

How in really look like dynamic field of strike elements?

Little proof from Soviet Union with vector addition speeds of missile, splinter and even
plane (coming soon):

And this (look on final speed of splinters and compare with Almaz-Antey pictures)

All above was graphical method of vector addition. Below result of math calculation:

Look on angles near 90 degree – only splinters from 112-124 degree (edge of beam) flying
on 90 degree or more, all other – much lesser. And median splinters flying on 52-74 degree
(very far from right angle as Almaz-Antey proclaim with their scalpel). At same time highest
speed receive splinters on narrow angles like 47-54 degree that mean splinters have more
energy for penetrate and cut armored parts on this angles.

